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BYD India has launched an electric
MPV e6 for the Indian B2B segment.
The EV would be available in Delhi NCR,
Mumbai,
Bengaluru,
Hyderabad,
Vijayawada, Ahmedabad, Kochi, and
Chennai at an Ex-showroom price of Rs
29,60,000 inclusive of 7kW charger, and
Rs 29,15,000 exclusive of 7kW charger.
BYD India is currently solidifying the
dealer network across these locations.
Battery Pack - 71.7 kWh Blade Battery
Range - WLTC (city) range of 520km and a WLTC (combined) range of 415km
Motor - 70kWh
Torque - 180 Nm
Top speed - 130km/h
Charging - Supports AC and DC fast charging. The DC fast charging technology can
support a charge from 30% to 80% within 35 minutes.
Boot Space - 580 L
Vehicle warranty - 3 years/125,000 km
Battery cell warranty - 8 Years/500,000 km
Traction motor warranty - 8 Years/150,000 km
Honda Motor Co. plans to begin a battery sharing service for electric 3Ws in
India, in the first half of 2022, using its swappable battery packs called Mobile Power
Pack e: (MPP e:). Notably, Honda began demonstration testing in India in February
2021, with 30 units of electric rickshaw taxis driven for a total of more than 200,000 km
in operation. Through this testing, the company claims to have identified issues to be
addressed and verified business viability. Honda will establish a local subsidiary in India
to conduct battery swapping service business.
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Euler Motors has launched its first
cargo three-wheeler, HiLoad EV at
INR 3,49,999. According to a company
statement, many e-commerce and
3PL players have already placed an
order for 2,500 EVs. Deliveries are
scheduled to take place in the next 68 months.
ARAI Approved Range - 151 km
Real-world range - 100 km approximately
Payload Capacity - 688 kg. For reference - the vehicle can carry 23 LPG cylinders.
Battery - 12.4 kWh | Liquid-cooled Li-ion battery pack
Peak Power - 10.98 kW
Peak Torque - 88.55 Nm
Gradeability - 21% / 9.45 degrees
Warranty - 3 year / 80,000 km + 2 years of extended battery warranty
The vehicle has been launched with three charging variants – home or onboard chargers
provided with the vehicles; lightning (DC fast) chargers that can give 50 Km charge in 15
minutes and Charge on Wheels - a mobile service station that can provide charging
service to the vehicle at any location or breakdown point.
The EV is designed by Pune based ADVANDES Design Engineering Services.

Indian electric two-wheeler startup Enigma
Automobiles announced the launch of its first
Electric motorcycle – ‘Café Racer’. PreBookings open starting 25th October 2021. To
be manufactured in Bhopal, Mandideep and
Uppal Hyderabad.
The Cafe Racer range shall be powered by a 72V 50 Ah LifePo4 battery cell, which
claims the capacity to offer up to 5000 cycles, with a range of around 140 KM in a single
charge on City mode. Top Speed - 136 Kmph, hub motor with a peak power - 5.6 KW.
Charging with a standard outlet will take 3 hours for a 0-80% charge. Spoke wheels
come with over three years tire warranty, while the battery comes with five years
warranty with unlimited km.
Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved.
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Chennai
based
Aventose
Energy launches S110 - an
electric scooter with a realworld range of 100 km, top
speed of 60 km/h, 2 kWh
portable Battery pack, 3 kW midmounted motor, Torque - 150
Nm. Priced at INR 85K (after
FAME 2 subsidy).

Bengaluru based Exponent Energy has launched a battery pack
and a charging station that together claim to unlock 100% rapid
charge within 15 minutes. In addition, the battery packs will
come with a 3,000 cycle life warranty. Co-founder Arun Vinayak
shared that the deployment for the rapid charging solution will
begin in Jan 2022. The start-up is currently focused on
commercial 3W space.

Ather Energy has acquired rights to Aikaan Labs' IoT edge orchestration
platform. AiKaan is a software solution to monitor, manage, access, and upgrade IoT
edge devices and has worked with Ather Energy to develop the OTA (over-the-air)
solution and deploy OTA updates on Ather electric scooters.
Sona Comstar declared its Q2 FY 2022 results. The company's BEV (Battery
Electric Vehicle) revenue has increased by 223% in H1 to more than INR 220
crores, and total BEV programs increased to 20 programs awarded by 11
customers - Vivek Vikram Singh - MD and Group CEO at Sona Comstar shared in a
LinkedIn post. In Q2, the company's revenue share from BEV stood at 22%.
The Government of Maharashtra and Maharashtra Industrial Development
Corporation signed an MoU with Causis E-Mobility - a UK-based electric vehicle
startup, to set up an EV production unit in Talegaon near Pune. The investment of
₹2800 cr is expected to generate 1250 employment opportunities. It is the first bigticket investment under the recently announced Maharashtra EV Policy 2021.
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SWITCH MOBILITY TO HAVE 400500 E-BUSES ON THE ROAD BY END
OF 2022
In this interview, Mahesh Babu - CEO Switch Mobility
India and COO at Switch Mobility Global shares his
perspective on multiple aspects of the electric bus
market in India.
What is Switch Mobility's current footprint and scale of operations in the
Indian bus market?
Switch Mobility is headquartered in the UK, and we have operations in India as well.
Ashok Leyland EV assets have been combined together under Switch Mobility India.
In India, we have about 50 e-buses running in the Ahmedabad Transit System and
about 25 buses in Patna. As we speak, we are delivering about 40 buses to
Chandigarh. We have become L1 to supply 300 electric buses to BMTC (Bangalore
Metropolitan Transport Corporation) and we are looking at the LOI to be issued this
month. So, if you look at our footprint in India, we are close to hundred-plus buses and
we are looking at 400 to 500 buses by the end of next year.
We also have a global footprint of about 280 electric buses.

Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved.
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Electric buses are more than 50%
expensive
than
their
diesel
counterparts.
How
are
you
planning to go about reducing the
cost structure for electric vehicles?
The central government's FAME subsidy
really helps in reducing the acquisition
cost. Plus, there are a lot of state
governments who are providing subsidies,
particularly, for public transport buses.
Getting the e-bus cost down will take time
and volume.
Most of the buses are run under the GCC
model. We have a company called
Ohm, which is the service provider to
run electric buses. So it's not about the
capital investment on the bus, but how do
we make it viable during operating
conditions? We are working on the total
cost of ownership to make it viable for
customers. If you look at GCC contracts
today, they are actually running lower than
the GCC contracts for diesel buses. It
includes capital cost, maintenance and
running cost. So, this could happen only
with the FAME subsidy, which is in place
today. If that continues, then EVs will
become large in number and achieve
economies of scale.

Page 9

There's a huge private bus
market as well which is way
bigger than the governmentaffiliated number of buses.
However, all of the current push
is towards the Government bus
market. As Switch, are you
looking to tap the private
market as well?
The primary focus right now is to
supply STU buses as the need for the
STU buses itself is substantially
increasing, e.g. BEST has opened a
tender of 1900 buses, so there is huge
potential.
Having said that, we also feel that EVs
will make a substantial economic sense
in employee commute and applications
like that. Due to COVID in place in the
last one and a half years, a lot of
people were not travelling to the office.
But when we came back, using the
learnings we had from about 4.8
million kilometres of mobility, we
can optimise to get very good operating
costs for the buses running for school,
employee transport or transport within
the city limits.

How about intercity electric buses? Do you think that there is scope in
the near future?
Intercity buses depend on charging infrastructure across the corridor. The central
government has been talking about creating EV corridors that will have a substantial
charging infrastructure. If the central government works with the PPP model (which
FAME2 is supporting) for private people to invest in the charging infrastructure, not only
the electric cars will get charged, even the buses will be able to get charged.
Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved.
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If the vehicles are running between 150 to 200 kilometres a day, it will make
economic sense. If you are able to utilize the asset well and run as much as kilometres
on a day, then the total cost of ownership will substantially come down, and that will
also help private operators to embrace electric buses.
So I believe this is a good area, but it has to be linked with charging infra availability and
close coordination with trip planning.

Any recommendations for the policy makers to expedite the adoption of
EVs in Bus segment?
The central government and the state governments are doing substantial enough to
promote electric mobility. If we implement all the policies already announced, it will
really help to promote electric mobility.
So, if we have FAME 2 continue and enhance the pull for electric buses, then state
governments and STUs have very ambitious plans for electric mobility on the GCC
model. This needs a lot of capital infusion. So, we need to look at how do we capitalize
and how do we bring priority lending to run the buses under a GCC model. We need
to look at priority lending like infrastructure for the bus capitalization.

Few industry leaders are of the opinion an opex incentive will be better in
the long-term because it will also ensure that the buses are kept in
running. What are your views on this?
The direct problem with EVs is upfront capital cost. You have to solve it by giving an
upfront subsidy. I think the government has thought it over and did the right thing by
providing an upfront subsidy, whether it is a two-wheeler or a car. There may be some
benefits in a different approach, but I don't think there is substantial merit to shift to the
OPEX model.

Apart from the buses, which other EV segments is Switch Mobility looking
to enter in India?
We are looking at e-commerce, last-mile and mid-mile
delivery as an important segment to address in
electric mobility. We believe that Dost and Bada
Dost are very good products. We have done some
feasibility study and this is the area we are still
exploring. We have not announced a date by which we
will launch.
Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved.
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TATA Motors sold 1586 Electric
cars in Oct 2021. The company also
signed an MoU to supply 3,500
XPRES T EVs to BluSmart Mobility.
TATA Motors will raise USD 1
Billion for its passenger EV business.
TPG Rise Climate (along with its coinvestor ADQ) shall invest in a
subsidiary of Tata Motors that will be
newly incorporated. TPG Rise Climate
will secure between 11 % to 15 % stake in this company, translating to an equity
valuation of up to $9.1 bn. It is expected that entire funds will be infused by the end
of 2022. Over five years, this new company is expected to create a portfolio of 10 EVs.

BILITI Electric™, the maker of compact electric vehicles, announced a $400 million
PIPE investment commitment from Luxembourg-based GEM Global Yield LLC
SCS (GEM). The commitment will be in the form of a Share Subscription Facility and will
be made available on the first day of trading or in tranches to be drawn at the company’s
option over a four-year period. BILITI Electric has partnered with GMW India (Hyderabad
based OEM that manufactures L5 electric loaders) to deploy electric three-wheelers in
the US, UK, EU, Japan, Middle East, India and African markets. The company plans to
showcase the GMW Taskman at the upcoming AutoMobility event in Los Angeles on
November 17-18, 2021.

Greaves Electric Mobility, the E-Mobility arm of Greaves Cotton Limited, announced a
100 per cent acquisition of Bestway Agencies Pvt. Ltd, which sells e-Rickshaws under
ELE brand. Last July, the company first announced their intervention with Bestway with a
74% stake and added e-rickshaw as part of the portfolio offerings. Greaves E-mobility
business recorded 111% revenue growth in Q2 FY22 when compared with Q2 FY21.
October 2021 witnessed 5,000 units sales for Greaves Electric Mobility as of 25th Oct’21.

Mahindra Electric Mobility has launched its electric three-wheeler Treo in Nepal
priced at Nepalese rupee 8.4 lakh (ex-showroom). Treo is being imported to Nepal
through the CBU form and manufactured at Mahindra's Bengaluru facility. Agni Energy,
Mahindra’s authorised EV distributor, will sell the Treo in Nepal.
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BYD BLADE BATTERY - WHAT MAKES
IT ULTRA-SAFE AND COMPARISON
WITH TERNARY BATTERIES
BYD India has launched an all-electric MPV e6 for the Indian B2B segment
with its 71.7 kWh Blade Battery that claims a WLTC city range of 520 km.
BYD’s marketing message about its blade battery is that it's the safest
battery around. In this write-up, Rahul Bollini discusses what are some
of the features and advantages of this battery.

About BYD Blade Battery
BYD first announced the
launch of the Blade
Battery in March 2020 as a development set to
mitigate concerns about
battery safety in EVs

Specifications of BYD Battery Cell

Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved.

Blade battery has a prismatic form
factor, but it is thinner and longer
compared to traditional prismatic
Lithium-ion cells. The cell uses LFP
cathode chemistry and has a thin
blade-like
structure
that
offers
structural advantage and better
support to the battery pack than
regular block-type prismatic cells. The
cell has a larger surface area than
regular prismatic cells, allowing for
better heat dissipation. The cells also
allow for slow heat release, lower heat
generation, high starting temperature
for exothermic reactions, and do not
release
oxygen
during
thermal
runaway.
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Safety Tests undertaken by Blade Battery
The Blade Battery has notably passed the 'Nail penetration test', one of the most
stringent safety tests in the industry.

Test results for three types of EV batteries (NMC, LFP Block Battery, BYD Blade Battery) after penetration, with eggs used to
indicate the temperature of respective surfaces. Source: BYD

While undergoing nail penetration tests, the Blade Battery emitted neither smoke nor
fire after being penetrated, and its surface temperature reached 30 to 60°C. Under the
same conditions, the NMC battery exceeded 500°C and violently burned, and while a
conventional LFP block battery did not openly emit flames or smoke, its surface
temperature reached dangerous temperatures of 200 to 400°C. This implies that EVs
equipped with the Blade Battery would be far less susceptible to catching fire,
even when severely damaged.
The Blade Battery also passed other
extreme tests, such as being crushed,
bent, heated in a furnace to 300°C
and overcharged by 260%, without
resulting in a fire or explosion. It also
completed a strength test that saw it
being rolled over by a 46-ton heavy
truck which it passed without leakage,
deformation or smoke, coming out
intact and ready to be used in an EV.
In April 2021, BYD announced that all of its pure electric vehicles would come
with the Blade Batteries, with nail penetration testing adopted as a brand standard.
The first batch of BYD's sedan HAN EV recently arrived in Brazil, Mexico, Colombia,
Uruguay, the Dominican Republic, Costa Rica and the Bahamas. Han EV comes with a
range of 605 kilometres and an acceleration of 0 to 100km/h in just 3.9 seconds. e6
launched for India's B2B market is also equipped with the Blade Battery.
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Safety aspect of LFP vs. NMC
A negative chain reaction due to high pressure and high temperature causes thermal
runaway in a Lithium-ion cell. Since NMC cells release oxygen as a by-product
during thermal runaway, they tend to catch fire very easily. On the other hand,
there is no oxygen by-product released in LFP cells during its thermal runaway and
hence they don’t catch fire.
NMC cells are preferred in EVs because of their higher volumetric density, which allows
for higher energy to be stored, enabling a higher range of electric vehicles. BYD blade
battery has a higher volumetric energy density compared to regular block type prismatic
cells. Hence, the BYD blade battery has enabled the usage of LFP cells in long-range
electric vehicles while addressing safety concerns of catching fire during an incident of
thermal runaway.

Blade cells vs regular block type prismatic cells
The size of the BYD Blade cell is larger and has a higher capacity when
compared to regular block type prismatic cells.
Using a higher number of smaller capacity regular block type prismatic cells create a
mechanical disconnect in a battery pack and leads to less efficient utilization of the
space. Regular block type prismatic cells have to be packed as a module first and then
the modules are assembled into a final battery pack.
On the other hand, BYD blade cells allow for direct cell to
final battery pack assembly, eliminating the need to
assemble into modules and increasing the overall
volumetric energy density of the final battery pack. The
singular cells are arranged together in an array and then
inserted into a battery pack. Due to its optimized battery pack
structure, the space utilization is increased by over 50%
compared to conventional LFP block batteries.
The improvement in the cell architecture and its direct ability to be assembled as a
battery pack, has allowed for BYD blade battery to compete with NMC packs in terms of
volumetric energy density and offer a similar kind of range. Additionally, NMC battery
packs need liquid cooling since they have a lower operating temperature, which takes
up more space again and drives up the price of the battery pack. These reasons have
made Tesla also consider BYD blade batteries, starting with EVs for the Chinese market.
The author can be reached at bollinienergy@gmail.com
Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved.
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Tesla is shifting to Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) battery chemistry globally for
its standard range vehicles. Tesla already uses LFP batteries in its standard-range
Model 3, which is produced at its factory in Shanghai - the company's main export hub.
This announcement, made as a part of the shareholder deck released with its Q3
results, means that Tesla will shift Model 3 Standard Range and Model Y Standard
Range cars to LFP globally.
The much-awaited RFP from the Ministry of Heavy Industries to develop greenfield
giga-scale advance cell manufacturing under the PLI (production linked incentive)
scheme was released on Oct 22, 2021. The bidders need to have a minimum net worth
of INR 225,00,00,000 per GWh and commit to set up a min 5GWh ACC manufacturing
facility with a value-addition of a minimum 25% within two years and 60% within five
years from the appointed date. A cumulative capacity of 50 GWh per year will be
allocated. The allocation will be subject to a minimum of 5 GWh and a cumulative
maximum of 20 GWh to a single bidder. The LoA will be issued in Feb 2022 to selected
bidders and the signing of the program agreement is planned for June 2022.
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Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) and bp’s fuel and mobility joint venture, Reliance BP
Mobility Limited (RBML) launched its first Jio-bp branded Mobility Station at
Navde, Navi Mumbai. The existing network of over 1400 fuel pumps will be rebranded
as Jio-bp. Jio-bp Mobility Stations will offer services including additivised fuels, EV
charging and refreshments. Jio-bp will also set up a network of EV Charging Stations and
Battery Swap Stations, at its Mobility Stations and other standalone locations - Mobility
Points. The JV aims to become a leading EV charging infrastructure player in India.
bp and Piaggio Group have tied up to roll out services for 2W and 3W EVs across
Europe and Asia. Piaggio Group and bp, along with affiliate Jio-bp in India, will
explore to offer charging and battery swap stations, as well as services such as ‘Battery as
a Service' (BaaS) – leasing, management and recycling of vehicle batteries – and ‘Vehicle
as a Service’ (VaaS) – leasing, repair, maintenance and energy management of these
vehicles. Initial efforts and focus will be on India, where Jiobp and Piaggio are already
engaged in developing electric vehicle solutions.
BSES has been forging partnerships to promote e-mobility in the national capital.
Charge Point Operator (CPO) Magenta will deploy EV charging solutions in collaboration
with power distribution companies BSES Rajdhani Power Limited and BSES Yamuna
Power Limited. Another leading CPO, CHARGE+ZONE, has announced a partnership with
DISCOMs - BSES Rajdhani Power Ltd, TATA Power DDL, BSES Yamuna Power Limited to
roll out EV Charging stations in Delhi.
EV Charging Infrastructure solutions provider Tata Power has achieved a milestone of
more than 1,000 EV charging stations. In addition, there are close to 10,000 home EV
charging points. Tata Power EV charging points are present in nearly 180 cities. The
company is planning to have a base of 10,000 Charging Stations to enable whole
stretches of highways into e-highways across India. Some recent announcements by the
company include those with HPCL to provide end to end EV charging stations at their
retail outlets and with the Lodha Group for stations in its commercial and residential
projects in Mumbai.
eBikeGo announced plans to install one lakh smart charging stations - “eBikeGo
Charge” for electric 2Ws and 3Ws across the country. The charger comes with a 3Pin power connector and offers predetermined recharge plans as per user's demand,
making it cost-effective. It has a 190V-240V power range with a 50Hz AC output of
16A/3.3kW. The company has already started deploying these charging stations in
Mumbai.
Copyright © 2021 EVreporter. All rights reserved.
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BUILDING THE EV ECOSYSTEM WITH
IGT-RED SWAPPABLE EV BATTERY
As an ISO 9001:2015 certified organization, IGT endeavours to be the
automatic choice for the supply of quality electronic parts, including
Lithium-ion battery packs for reputed Electric Vehicle OEMs. Indigrid
Technology's battery packs are not only “Made in India”; they are
also the only AIS 156 certified EV batteries in India in the sub
10-kilo space. The packs also come with Cell Certification (IS
16046-2/IEC6133-2).

About Indigrid Technologies
Born about 5 years ago, Indigrid
Technology is a brainchild of two firstgeneration entrepreneurs Rishab Puri (a
former Marine Engineer) and Sameer
Narang (a former doctor).
It started off in the business of Electronic
System Design & Manufacturing, making
Populated
Printed
Circuit
Board
Assemblies, Electronic Sub-Assemblies,
Modules and Electronic Box Products and
grew from zero to a highly profitable
company with a 35% CAGR. IGT, in the last
year, has started manufacturing Lithiumion batteries at its Manesar plant.

Indigrid
Technology’s
swappable
battery packs with NCA chemistry
have advanced smart BMS and use
materials that allow a higher density
of Lithium ions to be stored. Its
laminated-structure battery cells have
a high level of cooling performance,
efficiency and a simple structure,
saving space and reducing the overall
size of the battery pack. IGT
guarantees around 2,000 life cycles
for its LIBs, a number that is
significantly higher than the imported
battery packs.
"Our engineering experts can design,
develop,
test
and
oversee
the
manufacturing of customized battery
solutions for the specific needs of various
applications. The demand for IGT-Red has
prompted us to plan an increase to our
current monthly capacity of 1,000 LIB
packs", says Dr Sambit Chakraborty,
advisory board member at Indigrid
Technology.

Company Feature

With multiple tie-ups with electric two and three-wheeler OEMs and Battery
Swapping Station Operators for its IGT-RED Lithium-ion batteries, IGT plans to foray
into creating a network of dedicated IGT-Red Battery Swapping Stations with
the first station due for completion within a few weeks in Manesar.
IGT’s battery packs are based on Japanese technology - Murata. Dr Karun
Malhotra of Murata is a member of the advisory board at IGT.

The Team
Rishab Puri
Director of Operations

Dr. Karun Malhotra
Advisory Board

15+ years of experience in
marine machinery operations
and maintenance

30+ years of experience
across R&D, Product
marketing. IIT Delhi and
McGill University, Canada

Sameer Narang
Director, Finance & Sales

Dr. Sambit Chakraborty
Advisory board

A trained radiologist.
Experienced in developing
diagnostic centre business and
pioneering its growth in NCR

24+ years of experience
across Strategy, Marketing
& Sales, Leadership
development

info@indigridtechnology.com | www.indigridtechnology.com | 0124-4270070
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NEW PROPULSION SYSTEM CLAIMS
TO INCREASE EV EFFICIENCY BY 15%
The Massachusetts-based technology company ePROPELLED
announced the release of a new electric vehicle propulsion system
that claims to use battery power much more efficiently, allowing
OEMs to reduce the battery pack size by at least 15%. Founder
and CEO Nick Grewal answers our questions about their eDTS
technology.
What is eDTS technology and what
is the technical principle behind it?
ePropelled's Dynamic Torque Switching or
eDTS is an innovative electric propulsion
technology for electric vehicles (EVs). It
delivers a significant improvement in
power efficiency and performance, which
translates into a net reduction in vehicle
cost through smaller battery packs,
extended range, or a combination of the
two.
Unlike conventional motors, eDTS uses a
switch matrix to link the windings of the
motor to the invertor. Based on the input
from the control system, the switch matrix
connects the windings in a series, seriesparallel combinations, or all in parallel.
Among others, this manages the control of
the induced back electromotive force
(back EMF), current draw and density, and
magnetic flux linkage, resulting in
switching the torque, speed range, and
constant power range.
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The eDTS system comprises three main
components eDTS
motor,
i.e.
permanent
magnet
machine

a

brushless
synchronous

power electronics drive that includes a
high voltage inverter and a control
system that automatically selects the
most efficient operation mode based
on vehicle demand
an electronic switch matrix that links
the many windings of the motor to the
phases of the drive.
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eDTS’s combination of motor design, material science, and software control produces
much greater efficiency at various torque and speed levels. More specifically, we use
energy more intelligently and economically to deliver superior performance.

What kind of impact will this motor architecture have on the overall
system efficiency?
ePropelled has patented the technology that allows the electric motor to provide high
torque at low speeds without drawing high current from the batteries. It also provides
high speeds at low torque levels without using deep field weakening and at much
reduced winding losses, thereby increasing the efficiencies throughout.
This technique utilizes the
motor magnets and the
motor windings optimally
and improves the overall
drive
cycle
efficiency,
allowing the range of the
vehicle to increase by at
least 15%.
Our patent combines the
switch
matrix
with
sophisticated software, known
as Adaptive Shift Maps. These
two innovations enable the
superior
efficiency
and
performance of our eDTS
system. This is important
because EVs are not really
profitable, and the biggest
issue is the cost of the
batteries, which can account
for as much as 30% of the
cost of the vehicle. eDTS will
allow the EV manufacturers to
reduce the size and weight of
the batteries, which will make
EVs both more profitable and
affordable.
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Most motors’ highest power efficiency is only available in a very narrow band (a
small island we refer to as a “sweet spot”) on the power map. eDTS allows vehicles
to operate at maximum efficiency at a much wider efficiency band (much larger
islands) on the power map.

In terms of technology readiness and commercialisation at scale - what is
the current status of eDTS? How soon can we expect OEMs to adopt the
technology via ePropelled motors?
We are already in conversations with OEMs right now. We have the test data that
demonstrates what they can expect in their vehicles. We will have eDTS systems that
they can test themselves shortly. We expect to start working with smaller OEMs whose
volumes are measured in the hundreds early next year. Since eDTS can be scaled to any
size of EV, we will pursue a range of market opportunities. We have the right product at
a point where OEMs need to find better ways to deliver EVs and they are making those
technical evaluations.

At the Cenex-LCV 2021 show in Millbrook in September 2021, the company displayed a Tata
Tiago installed with their eDTS system
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The Odisha government issued a notification to announce a 100 per cent
exemption on motor vehicle taxes and registration fees for electric vehicles in
accordance with the Odisha Electric Vehicle Policy 2021. The exemption will be
applicable during the policy period i.e. up to December 31, 2025.
Bengaluru-based electric scooters startup kWh Bikes has raised $2 million in a seed
round led by Let’s Venture, with Better Capital, Cloud Capital, Backer Capital and Faad
Network also participating. The team has built a working prototype of their B2B bike for
fleets. With this funding, the startup is planning to take its prototype to production and
expand R&D across EV components like battery, BMS, VCU, and motor. Founded in
March 2020, kWh Bikes claims a current order book of 15,000 vehicles.

Dutch energy and commodity trading company Vitol has invested $50 million in
battery swapping solutions company SUN Mobility to facilitate its expansion across
India and further afield, including markets where Vitol has a presence.
Bengaluru-headquartered battery-tech start-up Log 9 Materials has concluded its Series
A+ capital raise round of $10 Million by announcing a $2 million investment from
PETRONAS Ventures – the venture capital arm of PETRONAS, a global energy and
solutions company based out of Malaysia. Series A+ funding round of Log 9 has been led
by battery major Amara Raja Batteries Ltd and also saw participation from Exfinity
Ventures and Sequoia Capital India's Surge Programme, alongside a clutch of strategic
angel investors.
Digital lending platform RevFin has raised $4 million in pre-series A funding round
with both equity and debt. The round was led by Redcliffe Life Solutions founder Dheeraj
Jain. Other investors in the round included Let’s Venture Angel Fund; Anuraag and
Ruchirans Jaipuria; Rishi Kajaria and Rahul Seth; Amit Goel, founder of Knam Marketing;
and Ranjit Yadav, president, Car Dekho. The company provides loans to driver-cumowners for commercial electric vehicles.
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FLY ME TO THE OFFICE - START-UP
DEVELOPING TWO SEATER
ELECTRIC AIR-TAXI IN INDIA
The ePlane Co - a start-up incubated at IIT Madras is
developing an electric flying taxi for the urban commute. The
start-up raised a seed round of USD 1 Million in Dec 2020 and
expects to go to market in 2024. We caught up with Prof. Satya
Chakravarthy - co-founder at The ePlane Co and Professor of
Aerospace Engineering at IIT Madras to find out more.

What is the vision behind
The ePlane Co?
The vision is to make flying
ubiquitous, over and across cities,
and into the hinterland, that's
affordable to everyone for all
manners of transportation.

Who are your target market and what are the possible use cases for your
product?
The target market is urban mobility. The possible use cases are:
urban commute to beat road traffic
reaching remote areas quickly
cargo logistics
peacetime logistics for defence
Our main specifications are compactness, long-range, and slow flying. For long range, we
use wings to take the weight of the plane, but it is kept to the bare minimum width so
that the plane can land and take off from the rooftop or doorstep of the customer. The
slow speed is useful to enable multiple short hops in a single charge of the battery. This
way, it works like a true taxi.
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What kind of regulations will govern flying taxis? Does India have such a
framework in place?
Currently, it is possible for helicopters to fly over cities with appropriate permissions and
flight authorisations. Air taxis would come under the same classification. So, as long as
the aircraft clears airworthiness certification, present regulations would suffice for the
initial stages of operation. Over time, as the skies get crowded, new regulations involving
autonomous air traffic control may have to be put in place. Not only India, no other part
of the world has a framework in place for this yet, but quite some work is going on in
different places, India included.

Where are you currently in the product development process, and when
do you expect to go to market?
We are working on a subscale prototype development, and going through the design
stage of the full scale prototype. We expect to go to market in 2024.
Even though flying cars are something that usually people associate with advanced
countries, a recent report by Mckinsey has indicated customer preferences being
strongly inclined towards air taxis in India compared to all other countries studied.
This gives us the conviction that we are in the right market to begin with, and are proud
to develop our product out of India for Indians and the rest of the world.

What kind of skill-set does a flying taxi company need?
A flying taxi company goes through
different stages from idea to
market, the initial stage being that
of product development, followed
by certification and flight tests,
exploring
use
cases
and
developing the ops for it, and
finally implementing the services in
the market.
As of now, we are pretty much in the first stage, which is dominated by tech
development, besides early exploration of potential customers on the business side. On
tech development, India has a vibrant aerospace ecosystem of government and
private/MNC players, so the available talent pool is rich and varied. Yet, we have been
patient about our hiring so that we grow our team gradually and thoughtfully to include
more experienced people as well as bright young minds.
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CHARGING CONNECTOR PATENTS
THAT ATHER ENERGY OPENED FOR
THE EV INDUSTRY
Govind Kedia, Managing Director at Arctic Invent discusses
some charging related patents and applications belonging to Ather
Energy.
Indian EV startup Ather Energy launched its first electric scooter
in 2018. This was five years after its founding. The company has
been active in patenting its technologies in the EV sector. It has
sought protection for a variety of inventions, ranging from
charging connectors to battery management systems.
At present, different Indian electric 2W OEMs use different
standards of charging connectors for their vehicles. The
following Aug 2021 tweet by the company’s co-founder Tarun
Mehta created a buzz in India's EV industry as Ather Energy
opened its charging connector patents for all OEMs. Further,
Mehta stated that the company would help the industry with
engineering integration of the technology for free.

The move is aimed at reducing proprietary
standards and opening up the EV market.
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A Firstpost report confirms that Hero
MotoCorp will become the first twowheeler manufacturer to adopt
Ather
Energy’s
fast-charging
technology. Notably, Hero is the
world largest 2W company and owns
a 35 per cent stake in Ather Energy.
Ather aims to have 500 charging
stations across India by the end of
March 2022, which will become
available to owners of Hero
MotoCorp's upcoming electric twowheelers from Day 1.
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Charging connector patents and patent applications from Ather
The patent office grants a patent application after it goes through the patenting
procedure over several months. Here is a table with patent and patent application
numbers of some of Ather Energy's patents:

Some of Ather charging connector patents
The granted patent IN330470A1 talks about providing a small and convenient power
outlet and charging port. A charger has different components, like a charging socket and
handles. The numbers 110 and 120 denote the handles in the below figure. The handle
connects to the charging socket, and the handle itself is attached to the system’s power
source. Further, this socket is connected with the power receiving port of the vehicle to
recharge the battery of the vehicle.
This invention also aims to make the charger durable so it can withstand dust and water.
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The patent application IN201841006057A talks about the charger for the EV power
supply system. The charging system has a wire (shown as 120 in the figure). The wire
120 connects with element 122, which mates with the vehicle’s receptacle for charging.
The charger also includes a light indicator that shows whether the system is in use.

What will shared charging connector technology achieve?
The lack of ubiquitous charging infrastructure is one of the main barriers for buyers to
not opt for EVs in the first place. But with this move, any charging station set up by a
participating OEM will be usable for others. As more and more OEMs adopt common
charging standards, it would pave the way for technology sharing in the industry.
Using standardized charging connectors, one OEM’s electric vehicle can get recharged
at another OEM's charging station.

About the author
Arctic Innovation Consulting Solutions Private Limited (arcticinvent.com), provides industry specific
patent trend news and databases. In addition, they also help technology companies protect their
intellectual property via patents, trademarks, designs, and copyrights. The author can be reached at
govind@arcticinvent.com
Disclaimer - The information presented in this article is from searches on patent database, and those
interested in using these technologies should get in touch with Ather to confirm the terms and
conditions.
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IMPORTANCE OF PROCESS
SECURITY FOR BATTERY PACK
ASSEMBLY
Lithium-ion batteries, whether they are used in electric
vehicles (EVs) or electronic devices, can catch fire if they
are improperly manufactured or damaged, or if the
software that operates the battery is not designed
correctly. Himanshu Jadhav, CEO - Jendamark India
discusses the role of process security in battery pack
assembly operations.
Lithium-ion batteries are known to be potential fire hazards, and automakers
across the globe have often recalled their vehicles due to potential safety lapses.
The cost of recalling the vehicles end up costing Billions of dollars. The cost of the
Bolt EV recall by General Motors was USD 1.8 Billion, and Hyundai’s recall of over
80,000 of its EVs cost the company USD 0.9 Billion.
Electric vehicles are becoming an increasingly important part of the automotive landscape.
However, instead of competing based on the engine and transmission, EVs compete based
on their batteries. Lithium-ion cells are imported into India and assembled in different
configurations of voltage and capacity (Ampere-hour), segregated in terms of packaging i.e.
prismatic, cylindrical or pouch packing. Once the battery pack design is finalised, the
assembly operations need to be deployed to deliver the product as per locked design
specifications without any deviations.

Complexity in battery pack assembly operations
Some of the major causes of battery pack failure are assembly glitches, BMS failure, overall
battery design flaw, and cell level failure. Battery packs are complex to assemble, given the
variability in capacity, voltage and cell dimensions. A battery pack consists of about 500
parts, about 300 screw connections and 200 weld joints. A single error in the
assembly process could lead to a potential failure of the entire pack resulting in a
fire that ultimately compromises rider safety. Therefore, it is critical for an assembly line to
perform high precision operations to ensure product safety and quality adherence.
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How Jendamark can help
Jendamark provides assembly lines for EV components, power electronics,
transmission, electric motor, battery packs and modules. A case in point - we set up
operations for India's first automated battery pack and inverter assembly
lines of Mahindra Electric using our Industry 4.0 solution called ODIN
Workstation. Jendamark’s approach for battery assembly is twofold, and uses
automation and Industry 4.0 solutions.
Automation is mandatory for critical processes in the assembly line because
repetitive critical steps in the hands of humans alone can lead to errors. Industry 4.0
solutions powered by ODIN Workstation allow interconnectivity between systems of
cell grouping, module assembly, pack assembly and testing. ODIN provides continuous
process monitoring, full control for process alteration, thereby minimizing the number
of manufacturing defects and also complete traceability of all cells that go into a
battery pack.

Process Security for Battery Pack Assembly
Process control is of prime importance right from the cell level to the final battery
pack level. Process security for battery packs can be divided into 3 parts:.

Cell-Level: Processes to sort and group cells based on their performance in
parameters like OCV, IR, etc.
Module Level: Digital solutions and systems check the sequence of
connecting the cells together, stacking them in 1P, 2P, 3P configuration as
required to minimize errors caused by the operators.
Battery Pack Level: Ensuring the third party components like BMS,
Temperature sensor, TMS, etc are incorporated in the pack all together.
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Some of Jendamark solutions for Process Security in Lithium-ion battery
assembly space are metioned below:

Tool positioning system or TPS: Guides the operator to
show the right location of tightening the bolt and the tool
gets activated only when the operator goes to the right X,
Y & Z location.

Pick to light racks: Ensures correct part installation
sequence is followed by the operator. Lights on the rack
signal the operator to pick the correct child part to install
in the component.

Tool feedback: Pre-programmed tools prompt the operator to ensure correct
torque application and consistency even for manual operators.
Cell inspection station: This station inspects CTQ (Critical to Quality)
parameters of cells like OCV, IR, Impedance. Grouping of cells is done based
on these parameters for consistency in pack performance
Vision system: Ensures correct orientation of cells prior to module assembly
operations and welding which is helpful when building multiple variants with
different series and parallel combinations.
Quality gates: Installed at certain stations after studying operations from CTQ
and the process security is built to not allow the process to move forward
without acknowledgement from the Quality Engineer via RFID.
ODIN reports: For the management, ODIN can generate several kinds of data
like production trends, cell quality, cells tested, etc. of a particular batch of
cells required for improving the efficiency of the assembly line.
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Category-Wise Electric Vehicle sales, October 2021
Total Registered Electric Vehicle Sales - Sep 21 - 34,357 | Oct 21 - 38,685

Note: Others include Tractors,
Forklifts, Adapted Vehicles, etc.

High-Speed E- 2Wheeler Sales Trend by OEM, Oct 2021

M-O-M increase of 16% for High Speed E-2W
Note: Data excludes low-speed Electric 2Wheelers
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Electric 3Wheeler Sales Trend by OEM, Oct 2021

M-O-M increase of 12% for L3 Category E-3W

M-O-M decrease of 13% for L5 Category E-3W
Disclaimers:
Note: For L3 category 3Wheelers top 10 OEM Manufacturers contribute to only 41% of sales in October
Source: Vaahan Dashboard,
Data as per 1357 out of 1570 RTOs across 33 out of 37 state/UTs. The aim of these graphs is to represent an overall
trend of the new EV registrations in the country.
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